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Abstract. This paper proposes an automatic segmentation algorithm that
combines clustering and deformable models. First, a k-means clustering is
performed based on the image intensity. A hierarchical recognition scheme
is then used to recognize the structure to be segmented, and an initial seed is
constructed from the recognized region. The seed is then evolved under certain
deformable model mechanism. The automatic recognition is based on fuzzy
logic techniques. We apply our algorithm for the segmentation of the corpus
callosum and the thalamus from brain MRI images. Depending on the specific
features of the segmented structures, the most suitable recognition schemes and
deformable models are employed. The whole procedure is automatic and the
results show that this framework is fast and robust.
Keywords: Segmentation, deformable models, clustering, corpus callosum,
thalamus.

1 Introduction
Medical image segmentation has become crucial to the practice of medicine, but
accurate, fully automatic segmentation of medical images continues to be an open
problem. Two types of segmentation algorithms have appeared in previous research.
One is region-based approach such as clustering, which assigns membership to pixels
according to homogeneity statistics. Since there is no easier way to distinguish
boundaries and interior pixels of the object, this method can lead to noisy boundaries
and holes in the interior. The other class of methods is boundary-based technique such
as snakes [1]. It attempts to align an initial deformable boundary with the object
boundary by minimizing an energy functional which quantifies the gradient features
near the boundary. The main drawback of these methods is their sensitivity to the
initial conditions. To avoid being trapped in local minima, most of these algorithms
require the model to be initialized near the solution or supervised by high-level
guidance, which makes the automation of these methods difficult.
Many model based segmentation methods have attempted to make use of
substantial prior knowledge of the anatomical structures, such as shape, orientation,
symmetry, and relationship to neighboring structures. Several examples can be found
in [2-4]. Most of these methods however requires significantly user interaction to
incorporate prior knowledge into deformable models. Recently McInerney et al. [5]
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proposed a impressive deformable organism for medical image analysis that
combined deformable models and the concepts in artificial life. These organisms are
endowed with intelligent sensors and aware of their behaviors during the
segmentation process.
A subgroup of boundary-based methods is based on active shape models [6] and
active appearance models [7], which incorporate prior information to constrain shape
and image appearance by learning their statistical variations. These methods are
automatic, but as pointed out in [5], the effectiveness of model constraints is still
dependent on appropriate initialization, and the models may latch onto nearby
spurious features. Some examples can be found in [8, 9].
Several approaches [10-15] have integrated region-based and boundary-based
techniques into one framework which can offer greater robustness than each
technique alone. Among them, Jones and Metaxas [14] proposed a hybrid approach
based on fuzzy affinity clustering. Object boundaries are estimated based on fuzzy
affinity metric of multiple image features. These estimations are recursively used to
guide the deformable models and updated by the new model fit. They later [15]
extended the work in [14] by an automatic initialization for multiple objects.
In this paper, we propose an automatic algorithm for segmenting brain structures
such as the corpus callosum (CC) and the thalamus from MRI based on the
integration of deformable models with region-based clustering. Our algorithm is
inspired by [14,15] and follows the same spirit. However the detailed implementation
is significantly different. For example, our clustering and deformable models are two
sequential procedures, while they perform region-based estimation and deformable
models recursively. Although we all used concepts from fuzzy logic, we use it for the
purpose of recognition while they used it for affinity clustering. Our seed initialization
and deformable models are also different from [14, 15].
Our framework can be summarized as follows.
1.
2.
3.

A k-means clustering is performed based on the image intensity.
A hierarchical recognition scheme is used to recognize the structure to be
segmented, and an initial seed is constructed from the recognized region.
The seed is evolved under certain deformable model mechanism.

2 Integration of Deformable Models and Clustering
We perform a k-means clustering using the following distance metric:

D =|| I ( x1 , y1 ) − I ( x 2 , y 2 ) ||

(1)

where I is the image intensity function. Pixel locations can also be used in the
distance metric together with intensity, but intensity alone seems good enough for our
purpose. Other clustering methods can also be used and we choose k-means because it
is simple. We use eight clusters for all the CC images and two clusters for thalamus
images because it fits our recognition algorithms as well as the object’s grayscale. A
series of recognition schemes are then performed to recognize the interested objects
from the clustering results. This results in an initial seed region whose boundary is
very close to the object to be segmented. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the segmentation
procedures of the CC and the thalamus. More details will be discussed later.
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Fig. 1. (a) part of an original image (b) recognition result (c) initial seed (d) final contour

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. (a) ~ (d) are defined the same as in Fig. 1

Different deformable models are used for CC and thalamus. The boundary of the
CC on the sagittal MR image is well defined by the gradient, but the existence of the
fornix often makes a single active contour fail because it is almost the same
brightness as the CC. We develop a fornix detection scheme in the next section which
requires explicit representation of the boundary contour, thus the snake is used for
deformation. The explicit contour C(p,t) evolves according to the following partial
differential equation [24]:

r
∂ C ( p , t ) / ∂ t = F n , C ( p ,0 ) = C 0 ( p )

(2)

r

where n is the unit normal vector of C(p,t), F is the speed function, and t can be
considered as the time parameter. The speed function is defined as:

r
F = (v + εk ) g − γ (∇g • n )

(3)

where k is the curvature, v is a constant, ε , γ are coefficients, and g is a decreasing
function of the image gradient. Since the seed contour is very close to the boundary
and free of fornix, a simple snake can guide it to the boundary very well. The
parameters in (3) need to be carefully selected in order to obtain the best performance
of snakes. However, we find that one set of parameters can work for all MRI data
acquired under the same condition. In our experiment, v =2, ε =0.2 and γ =0.1.
On the contrary, the thalamus on the axial view usually has a simple oval shape,
but the boundary is often blurred. We employ a simplified version of the level set
equation in [23], which is a variation of the Mumford-Shah functional.

∂φ / ∂t = μ∇(∇φ / | ∇φ |) − λ1 (u 0 − c1 ) 2 + λ 2 (u 0 − c 2 ) 2

φ is the level set function, ∇(∇φ / | ∇φ |)

(4)

u0 is the original
image, c1 and c2 are the mean intensities of the two regions, and μ , λ1 , λ 2 are
is the mean curvature,
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parameters. This formula allows the level set to converge using the pixel intensity
inside and outside of the level set instead of gradient, which is well suited for the case
of the thalamus boundary. Similar to the snakes, the local minima of level set can also
be avoided because of the close-to-boundary initialization, and one set of parameter
values can serve well for data with the same type. We set μ = 0.5, λ1 = 1, λ2 = 1 in
our experiment.

3 Automatic Model Initialization
In order to find the initial region for the deformable models from the clustering
results, we design a hierarchical recognition scheme which searches the interested
object from coarse level to fine level, and then an initial seed for the deformable
model is generated from the recognition results. Since CC and thalamus are quite
different in intensity and shape features, direct and indirect schemes are designed to
recognize CC and thalamus respectively, but they both follow the same pipeline.
3.1 Coarse-Level Recognition
In the coarse-level recognition, the goal is to find an interested cluster from all
clusters generated by k-means. Since the intensity of the CC is higher than most other
parts of the image, we can leave out the clusters with relatively low intensity. In order
to take into account the image noise which can have higher intensity than the CC, we
first select the top three clusters with highest intensities, and then select the one with
the largest area (number of pixels) as the CC cluster, because we observe that the
noise regions are usually very small compared with the CC. Fig.3(a) shows the
selected cluster which contains the CC.
Since the intensity of the thalamus is not distinguished from other parts of the
image, it’s difficult to directly recognize the cluster that contains it. However, we
notice that the ventricle (Fig.2(a)) is always on top of each thalamus, which has the
lowest intensity in the image. We come up with an indirect recognition scheme which
infers the position of each thalamus from each ventricle. Therefore, only two clusters
are needed in the k-means clustering since the intensity of the ventricles is very low,
and there are no other dark regions connected to the ventricles. The cluster
recognition is thus reduced to finding the cluster with the lower intensity.
3.2 Fine-Level Recognition
The cluster in Fig. 3(a) also includes other parts of the image which need to be
removed. We first split the cluster into numerous sub-clusters by connected
components algorithm [16], so that each sub-cluster is a connected component. The
goal of this level is to find a sub-cluster which contains the structure to be segmented.
Fuzzy information granulation [17] is applied here, which is a powerful tool for
multi-criteria decision making, such as in [18]. Granulation can partition an object into a
collection of granules. The granules are associated with fuzzy attributes, and the
attributes have fuzzy values. For each attribute, we define a membership function
[19–21] to calculate its fuzzy values. The membership function μ A ( x ) lies in the range
[0,1] indicating the degree to which x belongs to the fuzzy set A. In [17], the intersection
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( ∧ ) of two fuzzy sets is defined as the minimum value of the two sets. The goal is to
find a granule with the highest intersection of the fuzzy values of all the attributes.
CC Recognition: In the recognition of the CC sub-cluster, the granules are the subclusters, and we measure three fuzzy attributes for each granule: area, length, width.
The length and width are measured on the oriented bounding rectangle of each subcluster. These three attributes can well characterize the shape distinction of the CC.
Fig. 3(a) shows the bounding rectangles of two sub-clusters; one contains the CC and
the other is a noise region. A trapezoid membership function is constructed for each
attribute in the training phase, with the parameters being the mean and standard
deviation of each attribute. The recognized CC sub-cluster is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Ventricle Recognition: We notice that the two ventricles are almost symmetric, so
we recognize them together based on the symmetry. The granules are all pairs of subclusters, and we construct five attributes for each granule based on five measurements
of each single region. Besides the three measurements used above, the orientation and
the center of the bounding rectangle are also measured (Fig. 3(b)), because the two
ventricles almost have the same angle with the vertical line and their centers lie on the
same horizontal line. Except the center of the bounding rectangle, we define each of
the other four attributes as the ratio of the corresponding measurements of the two
regions. Ratios greater than 1 are inversed so that they lie in [0,1]. The difference of
the two centers in the vertical direction is normalized by the average length of the two
regions, and subtracting the normalized difference from 1 is the last attribute. Any
negative values are chopped to 0 so that they are also within [0,1]. A linear
membership function passing the origin with slope 1 is used for all attributes since
they are already in [0,1]. The intersection of the five fuzzy sets is defined as a
weighted mean instead of the minimum value, because the similarities between the
two ventricles are not equal in the five measurements. There can be larger difference
in their shape and size than in their orientation and altitude, so we set higher weights
for the angle and the center, and lower weights for the other three. The recognized
ventricle sub-cluster is shown in Fig. 2(b).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) the CC cluster (black) and the oriented bounding rectangles of the CC and a noise
region (b) the ventricle cluster (black) and the additional measurements of one ventricle (c)
three distinct points on the fornix (A,B,C)
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3.3 Seed Initialization
This section describes how to construct an initial seed from the recognized sub-cluster
for the initialization of the deformable model.
CC Initialization: Since explicit active contour is to be used for CC segmentation, a
boundary contour is extracted from the recognized CC sub-cluster using 2D marching
cube [25], and a Laplacian smoothing is performed on the contour. Before contour
extraction, we first dilate the region a certain number of steps based on the image size
and then erode it the same number of steps using standard mathematical morphology
in order to fill the holes inside the region. The extracted CC contour may contain the
fornix, because in most cases the fornix is grouped into the same connected
component as the CC. Inspired by [4], we detect the two points connecting the fornix
and the CC (A, B in Fig. 3(c)) and then connect them to remove the fornix, but our
detection scheme is different from [4].
Fuzzy information granulation is again used for this task, and the granules are the
points on the contour. Similar to the boundary landmark detection in [22], we measure
x, y coordinates and curvature of each point, which constitute three fuzzy attributes.
The coordinates are translated to the coordinate system based on the bounding
rectangle (Fig. 3(c)), and normalized by the length and width of the rectangle
respectively. There may be many candidates with full membership of A, because the
curvature of A is not as distinct as B. We design an inference scheme which uses the
point correlation to infer the next point based on the detected points. B and C are first
detected separately based on the three fuzzy attributes. Point A is then inferred after
we find B and C. Two additional attributes are used besides the above three attributes.
One is the arc length between A and C, and the other is that A is always to the left of
B, which is represented by a crisp set. The intersection of the five fuzzy sets is used as
the score to select point A. In case there is no fornix connected to the CC, the score of
every point will be very low. We set a minimum threshold (0.2 in our experiment) for
the score and if all scores are less than the threshold, we believe there is no fornix.
The final seed contour (Fig.1(c)) is constructed by connecting A and B. We record the
positions of A and B before contour deformation. Any new points generated during
the deformation which are in between the two positions are set inactive, so that the
contour will not be attracted to the fornix again.
Thalamus Initialization: A point inside the thalamus is recognized indirectly from
the ventricle. We trace down a certain distance from the center of each ventricle to
locate a seed point inside each thalamus. The distance can be equal to the length or
the height of the ventricle, and either way can usually make the point inside the
thalamus. We perform k-means again with eight clusters, and the cluster that the seed
point is in is the thalamus cluster. Because the intensity of the thalamus is not distinct
from the intensities of its neighboring structures, the resulting cluster may leak out of
the thalamus boundary. To overcome this, we shrink the cluster using a sequence of
morphology iterations interlaced with connected components. The root node for the
connected components algorithm at each iteration is the seed point. Thus, during
erosion, the cluster converges to the seed point while removing parts of the cluster
that are not part of the thalamus. In our implementation, the number of morphology
iterations is based on the size of the image. To complete the seed, we dilate the cluster
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the same number of steps to grow the seed back to a larger percentage of its original
size (Fig. 2(c)).

4 Results and Discussion
We perform our algorithms on different sagittal MR images for CC segmentation and
axial images for thalamus segmentation. Fig. 4 shows some final results. The image
intensity varies a lot among these images, but it does not affect the results since our
algorithm is independent of the image brightness.
We use the measurements in [4] to quantitatively evaluate our segmentation
results. We denote the correct segmentation result as Ctrue , our segmentation result
as Cseg , and | • | as the area enclosed within the result. The following measurements
are calculated.
1) False negative fraction (FNF), which indicates the fraction of structure included
in the true segmentation but missed by our method:

FNF =| Ctrue − C seg | / | Ctrue |
2) False positive fraction (FPF), which indicates the amount of structure falsely
identified by our method as a fraction of true segmentation:

FPF =| C seg − C true | / | C true |

3) True positive fraction (TPF), which indicates the fraction of the total amount of
structure in the true segmentation that is overlapped with our method:

TPF =| C seg ∩ C true | / | C true |
4) Dice similarity:

Dice = 2× | C seg ∩ C true | /(| C true | + | C seg |)
5) Overlap coefficient:

overlap =| C seg ∩ C true | / | C true ∪ C seg |
The last two measurements range from 0 to 1 with 1 indicating a perfect agreement
between Ctrue and Cseg .
We use the results of manual segmentation by a trained expert as the ground truth
( Ctrue ), and compare our results ( Cseg ) with the ground truth. The experiment is
performed on 16 CC images and 5 thalamus images (10 thalami), and the mean and
standard deviation of each measurement on the CC and the thalamus are listed in
Table 1. The results on CC are comparable with the results in [4], but our algorithm
does not require careful user initialization as in [4]. Overall, this algorithm has a
better performance on CC than on thalamus because the CC boundary is more
distinguishable, but the both results can show high accuracy of this algorithm.
The algorithm may fail in some rare cases of CC images, where the fornix appears
very unusual. Fig.5 shows one example where the fornix is unusually connected to the
posterior most. Since the location of the fornix falls out of the normal range, our
algorithm can hardly find a correct fornix. In this case the user has to click the points
A and B (Fig.3(c)) to locate the fornix.
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Table 1. Quantitative validation results
CC
FNF
FPF
Dice
TPF
overlap

Mean
0.08
0.01
0.92
0.90
0.84

Std
0.06
0.09
0.05
0.06
0.08

Thalamus
Mean
Std
0.10
0.09
0.05
0.11
0.90
0.07
0.89
0.09
0.77
0.10

Fig. 4. Final results on different images (top: CC; bottom: thalamus)

Fig. 5. The case when the algorithm fails to detect the fornix

5 Conclusion
We have described an automatic segmentation algorithm which combines deformable
models and k-means clustering. By using a hierarchical recognition scheme, we are
able to produce a seed that is more adapted to our target shape. This close-to-target
seed can greatly improve the speed and robustness of deformable models, while the
clustering and recognition procedures add only 2-3 seconds on modern CPUs. Results
are shown by the examples of the corpus callosum and the thalamus, and the
quantitative validation shows the accuracy of our algorithm. The only failure case is
the unusual appearance of the fornix, which is very rare.
In the future, we plan to incorporate more object features in our recognition
scheme, in order to make it more robust. Furthermore, we will extend this framework
to dealing with 3D segmentation.
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